Williamstown Recreation Board

In May of 2022 the Selectboard of Williamstown voted and elected a five member board now known as the Williamstown Recreation Board (WRB). In the wake of a pandemic it was more important than ever for communities to regroup and socialize with their neighbors. The board hit the ground running and began planning events immediately.

In July we hosted our first event which was aptly named “Family Fun Day.” The support we received was amazing. Everything at that event was provided to us at no cost. That made it overwhelmingly clear to me that the people of this town were equally interested in our cause to grow the bonds within our community. Since our first event we have hosted multiple movie nights, live music, and the touch a truck event. This year we have a bingo and sledding event planned, just to name a few. Seeing everyone smiling and laughing together is proof that these events have accomplished exactly what we intended. We appreciate your support in revitalizing Hoyt-Seaver Field. We hope this field continues to be a safe family friendly place for everyone to enjoy.

I am honored to work with such an excellent group of individuals on this board, and to work with everyone else who has volunteered their time and resources to make these events happen. The WRB is extremely proud to have been given this opportunity and we look forward to seeing you at future events in 2023.

I want to thank everyone in this community for your help and involvement.

Pete DeVerna, Chair

Williamstown Recreation Board